Stadium renovation

Students blamed for failure

The cost of renovating the stadium at the University of California, Los Angeles, has escalated to $200 million. Original estimates by engineering firms were made in January 1979 at $80 million.

During the fund-raising campaign, rumors circulated that Kennedy, under pressure, had agreed to fund raisers to avoid controversy with alumni in quest of money. It was the first year of the university's alumni giving program (direct donations to the university itself) and sources said Kennedy had not wanted to jeopardize the program by asking for stadium renovation donations as well.

"To say that we wouldn't let them touch the stadium is not true. They could approach all the alumni," Kennedy told the Daily Trojan. "The students aren't concerned," asked Kennedy. "The students aren't concerned. Why should they be concerned?"

Kennedy said students and their lack of involvement in the stadium project was the dark side of the university's picture.

However, President of Public Affairs, Robert MacDonald, said Monday and Tuesday are not challenging. Kennedy said in the article was intended to stop the students from being argumentative and from making their statements. "I don't have a chance to speak to them. Kennedy after he made those statements (in the paper), so I can't see what they are saying or if they are accurate."

MacDonald said the students were granted a group of the paper's editors. MacDonald said the students were granted a group of the paper's editors, and the Daily Trojan will be printed publicly for their criticism.

"I have never heard anything negative about the program," said MacDonald.

18th century revealed in prints

By MARIAN FLANDRICK

One of the most controversial art exhibits of the year is the exhibit of 18th century British art on display in the University Union Gallery through April 14. Above is exhibit's opening Monday evening. (Daily photo by Tim Moore)

18th century revealed in prints

The exhibit of British art from the 18th century is on display in the University Union Gallery through April 14.

The exhibit includes works by William Hogarth, an 18th century satirical artist. The works are on display in the University Union Gallery through April 14.

In the exhibit, each of the prints has an explanatory note and a description of the print. The prints are accompanied by a graphic reproduction of the original work. The exhibit includes works by William Hogarth, an 18th century satirical artist. The works are on display in the University Union Gallery through April 14.

The exhibit includes works by William Hogarth, an 18th century satirical artist. The works are on display in the University Union Gallery through April 14.

In the exhibit, each of the prints has an explanatory note and a description of the print. The prints are accompanied by a graphic reproduction of the original work. The exhibit includes works by William Hogarth, an 18th century satirical artist. The works are on display in the University Union Gallery through April 14.

In the exhibit, each of the prints has an explanatory note and a description of the print. The prints are accompanied by a graphic reproduction of the original work. The exhibit includes works by William Hogarth, an 18th century satirical artist. The works are on display in the University Union Gallery through April 14.

In the exhibit, each of the prints has an explanatory note and a description of the print. The prints are accompanied by a graphic reproduction of the original work. The exhibit includes works by William Hogarth, an 18th century satirical artist. The works are on display in the University Union Gallery through April 14.
Cohabitation hassles

Roommates can be your best friends or they can make your life miserable. The people you live with can affect your life, your needs, and your peace of mind.

Problems with roommates are common among many students. It's true that no relationship can be totally perfect. When conflicts arise, it is important to deal with these situations in a mature and constructive manner.

Roommates may argue about who needs to clean a room. It's natural for people to have different opinions and priorities. It's important to communicate and work together on these issues.

Roommates may also have different schedules or routines. It's important to be considerate and respect each other's needs and boundaries.

Roommates may argue about who pays for what. It's important to have a clear understanding of who will pay for different expenses and to communicate about these issues.

Roommates may also have different interests or hobbies. It's important to respect each other's individuality and to find common ground.

Good communication is key to resolving these issues. It's important to express your concerns in a respectful and constructive manner. It's also important to listen to your roommate's perspective and to work together on finding a solution.

Good communication can help prevent conflicts from escalating and can help promote a positive living environment. It's important to remember that living with others requires patience, flexibility, and a willingness to compromise.

Diana Abeyta is a senior journalism major.
Campus board strives for fairness

By BILL MOREM

Daily Rider Writer

The Presidio Board, a
nally non-policy making and non-policy
making body which is in charge of the
college, is striving to make changes at
the board, the students' union was asked because
in its processes. The board was asked to take
in the board, the students' union of the board, and to consider
preparation, the board was asked to take
the evidence and submit a
recommendation to Cal Poly
President Robert Kennedy,
the board.
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Pioneer KP 8005
S 2 « U T * t
In • dash AM • FM stereo cassette •
Locking fast forward and rewind,*—*  Aad H ery wasn't
MSupertuner" FM section, and 5
pushbuttons. List price $239.95 ■ p i^
m ftry S iy

B.I.G. 920
Bell drive changer with a full 2 year
warranty. Stacks up to 6 LP's and
base and dust cover. Regular $11

Sony 66U - 4000
Tower speaker finished
in walnut veneers. •
way system with pas-
sive radiator base
path. Regular $400 each
$238 each

SL - 1980
Direct drive motor, strobe and speed
adjustments, fully automatic
$149.95

SL - 1950
Direct drive motor, fully automatic, and
stacks up to 6 LP's.
$169.95

BIC 820
Dolby reduction, standby timer, and rec-
switch. Our lowest price yet...
$139.95

Sony TC - K9
Stereo cassette deck with Dolby
reduction, standby timer, and rec-
switch. Regular $399.95

$199.95

Marantz 2226 B
Stereo receiver. 26 watts RMS per
channel, treble & midrange controls,
tuning meters. Regular $319.95

$218

Sony's new super-attractive home stereo systems.

ASSORTED TURNTABLES
Technics by Panasonic

SL - 1900
Direct drive motor, strobe and speed
adjustments, fully automatic
$149.95

SL - 1950
Direct drive motor, fully automatic, and
stacks up to 6 LP's.
$169.95

Pioneer TP 8005
In - dash AM - FM stereo cassette
"Superlumark" FM section, and 5
pushbuttons. List price $239.95

$69.95

TAPE DECKS

Sony TC - K9
Stereo cassette deck with Dolby
reduction, standby timer, and rec-
switch. Our lowest price yet...
$139.95

Sony TC - K9
Dolby reduction, standby timer, and rec-
switch. Regular $399.95

$199.95

Marantz 2226 B
Stereo receiver. 26 watts RMS per
channel, treble & midrange controls,
tuning meters. Regular $319.95

$218

TISSUSORIES

Recorders
All $6.98 LP's now $3.88
All $7.98 LP's now $4.72

Bosica AT - 12ea
Bridge with patented dual magnet
"Shibata" tip stylus. Regular
$95

Cassettes
Three. Receive a free carrying
the purchase of three UDC - 90
$12.75

Met maybe, wo can loom to be 1

Cassel's
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A sporting view

Pulling the strings of a champion

Bringing out its corner of consternation, the World Boxing Council dealt a分别 matrimonial blow to Len Green by upgrading its recognition of him as heavyweight champion and appointing Ken Norton to the vacant crown. It was a Just decision.

According to Joe Bachman, WBC president, the decision was based on the grounds that Green was avoiding the top-ranked challenger, Norton, and the council was faced with a decision to be made in the best interests of the WBC.

At its convention in Houston in the last week of November, the WBC ruled that the winner of the All-Japanese fight between Norton and Keiji Usami would go on to fight Norton, who has the WBA title, to face the new WBC champ.

Bachman said both Ali and Frazier agreed in writing to abide by the rules, and he stated that the winner must sign with a promoter of his choice by March 17 to fight Norton by July 17.

Since determining all same six weeks ago, Green has

made the world of sports aware of the fact that the heavyweight championship is not a done deal. The promoter has been Bob Arum, chairman of Top Rank, Inc., the sports manager for the late Cassius Clay.

Tessa Love
To Crew
Get A Group

SCENIC COAST
PET SHOP
1750 Main
[Tel: North of Alexander Road]
OPEN DAILY

JOIN US IN THE GOLD CONCEPT

The All American Drug

To many college students today, beer signifies a time to relax after finals, a trip to the local liquor store to buy your keg, a tube to watch the Super Bowl, or maybe time for the next TGIF to get rolling. But what most young Americans don't realize, is that alcohol is America's number one drug problem. Whether it be beer, wine, or hard liquor, an occasional good time can become a bad experience. Look at yourself. Do you sit down everyday to a beer or two for lunch, a few suds after school, and maybe a couple of "water ones" in the evening? You may be oblivious to the fact that you are dependent upon or abusing the ravages of this drug to keep you going. Most of the college students don't realize that depending upon beer is just like being hooked on acid, amphetamines, or any other kind of drug. Beer can also result in just as many interpersonal, social, academic and financial problems as other drugs even if there is no addiction. If this story is familiar to you, you should step to analyze your problem. Alcohol has become a serious problem in this All Poly community. For counseling or care information, contact the Health Center.

A BRIEFCASE FOR YOU LIFE AFTER COLLEGE

Stepping out
9PM 'till 1:30
Returning to Whaler's Inn with
New Sounds - All New Materials

SUNDAY AFTERNOON CONCERT

dusty chaps

If you've got two years left in college, you're probably giving some thoughts to after-college Army ROTC has prepared a briefcase to help you do just that. Arm yourself with facts on the job outlook, the job search and career statistics. Learn}

A'Sugar and the MORGAN-STEPPIN OUT
FM: 1:30
Returning to Whaler's Inn with
New Sounds - All New Materials

SUNDAY AFTERNOON CONCERT

dusty chaps

If you've got two years left in college, you're probably giving some thoughts to after-college Army ROTC has prepared a briefcase to help you do just that. Arm yourself with facts on the job outlook, the job search and career statistics. Learn

Military Science Room 1
Dexter Library
Call (905) 546-ARMY (2766)
ARMS ROTC THE TWO YEAR PROGRAM

TYPING

SUN D A Y

Military Science Room 1
Dexter Library
Call (905) 546-ARMY (2766)
ARMS ROTC THE TWO YEAR PROGRAM

TYPING

SUN D A Y
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April 3 & 4

2 DAYS ONLY

the ring sale.

$59.95

save up to

$24.00

Men's traditional Sliadium® rings
and selected women's fashion rings
are an unusual buy at $59.95.

Today is your last chance to get really
outstanding savings in this sale.

THE ART CARVED

REPRESENTATIVE

has a large collection of rings. Ask to see them.

Plan Your Future Now

Tim Boyer
Moriarty Insurance Agency
700 Foothill Blvd
544-5245

El Cerrito Bookstore

Hang-Ten t-shirts
in super stripes.
M-L-XL. Reg. to $11

Buy it through classified ad.